
THE BLOOM BOX



Hailing from a favourite Devon holiday spot, this Milk Chocolate
Rose bar is made from 48% Peruvian cacao and is delicately infused
with Rose Oil. The result is a mellow chocolate with a hint of Turkish
Delight. Salcombe Dairy are most famous for their ice cream but
also create artisan bean to bar chocolate. If you're heading to
Salcombe this summer then make sure you visit their factory shop
and cafe to watch the team in action and sample the range.

Pink Clay is a natural ingredient rich in Silica that draws impurities
from the skin, detoxifying it and leaving it brighter and smoother. It
also reduces inflammation and minimises pores, while the
Hyaluronic Acid boosts hydration and smooths the appearance of
fine lines. What's more, the label peels off and can be planted in
soil to blossom into flowers! 

This white plant pot by Lisa Angel features black line drawings of
leaves and a face and sits on a gold stand. Small enough for the
most compact of windowsills, it's perfect for starting a few
seedlings that can then be transferred to a larger pot in the
garden as the weather warms up.

The weather may still be erratic but spring is most definitely here, with magnolias and cherry
trees in full bloom. This month's box is a chance to add some spring flowers to your home and
there's nothing more satisfying than growing your own: simply add a Seedball to your Lisa Angel
planter with some soil and watch the wildflowers bloom. Or, once you've used your Pink Clay
Mask by Purity Natural Beauty, you can plant the packaging! The label peels off and can be added
to soil where it will compost away and the seeds will blossom into flowers. Finally, this month's
sweet treat continues the botanical theme with rose flavoured milk chocolate by Salcombe Dairy.
Please do share the results of your green fingers on Instagram and Facebook!
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In your Bloom Box you'll find a matchbox of Seedballs: little
balls packed full of wildflower seeds. Each box has a blend of
seeds specifically chosen to help the creature illustrated on
your box, whether birds, bees, butterflies, bats, beetles or
hedgehogs. Simply sprinkle on top of soil or compost and let
nature do the rest. 


